Protect your chips
› Safeguard Yourself From Hackers & Scammers
Remain forward of the Hackers and Scammers – Keeping your chips safe at all occasions. This
is created particularly with online poker chips in thoughts on this game, but by no indicates
limits the possibilities of what can happen.
Fortune Creek want you to have fun and we want you to appreciate your poker. Allow
Fortune Creek assure you that IF you Ever before have your chips eliminated it is Usually
simply because you have unwittingly supplied some way of this becoming in a position to
happen to you via what is frequently referred to as a hacker or a scammer. Unfortunately,
these people really do exist. These people are attempting to steal your tough earned chips.
Why do You Need to Know This?
All the anti-virus and pop-up safety software program in the world will not secure you from
Hacking, Hackers, Rip-offs and Scamming – why? Because in contrast to viruses and Trojans,
most of this activity is particularly geared in the direction of a particular objective, and it
is managed by people rather than just machines. So, although software program can and
frequently is involved, but it is the people here that you have to be made aware of – behind
each and every unfavorable activity regarding chips is a individual, or something that you
have carried out that was/is careless to yourself.
Occasionally it is the people you connect with online that are hazardous to you. Often these
people will be your ‘friends’ or connections inside a game or via some ‘contact’ that
someone told you about. These people come in the guise of someone else – for instance, a
beautiful woman will appeal to a male perhaps – or someone that plays poker in a specific
style, or is generous at the tables. You make Buddies with them – generally perfectly good,
then they inquire you to be your buddy – at that stage HALT! And think. Now they are going
too far perhaps?
There is an interesting quote that I think in normal life tends to make sense but hardly ever
needs to – but on the web it actually would assist more if you did think it:
“Just simply because you are paranoid does not mean they aren’t following you”
and i also heard it put this way:
“Just simply because you are not paranoid does not mean they aren’t following you”
Okay – so allow me explain the reason for this:
There are those of us that understand what can be carried out with the hazardous
understanding of a hacker or scammer. But sadly the whole idea of understanding this (if
you are not a typical IT geek) could make you totally paranoid. There is no require to be
paranoid to be safe online but it is the understanding of what you ought to be careful of that
will assist stop you losing your chips to someone one working day. Somebody that you are
most likely trusting online. There are people that know how to do this and make you totally
unaware of how it happened. There are a selection of ways this can be carried out. There is
no stage whatsoever in us attempting to list the ways or attempt to assist you to create this

IT understanding simply because the ways this can happen are forever altering and increasing.
What we CAN do is offer you with a fairly foolproof way of safeguarding yourself from this
happening. This is particularly essential if you are doing things like buying poker chips and
playing on social web sites.
Hackers and scammers work in mysterious ways – but all they are following here is
your chips!
So – How Can You Safeguard Yourself?
Now – if we could sum it up in one useful sentence it would be this:
DO NOT include a buddy unless YOU KNOW THEM PERSONALLY – and DO NOT make
buddies with a typical curiosity on social internet websites or on msn – if you do, you are
currently PLACING YOURSELF AT DANGER – ITS THAT SIMPLE !!
Okay – so we have stated it and you nonetheless require that broken down, so allow us spell
it out to you instead.
Checklist of Do’s and Don’ts:
DO:
•
•
•
•

Enjoy your poker
Chat at the tables about something you like besides personal info
Meet new people – even Buddy-up if you want to
Play any time of the working day or evening with out concern – assuming you have 		
read and recognized the ‘Don’t’ Checklist beneath
• Protect your chips utilizing wise and logical (generally the easiest ) indicates
It is a shame that we have to inform you about the things that can go incorrect – you ought
to be in a position to buddy-up with people and play with out a issue, and to be sincere,
you can. But if you know how it could go incorrect then at least you can make an intelligent
choice. But always know that even if you really feel that a buddy is a good idea – it IS NOT
a good idea to then flip them into a Facebook buddy. Buddies and friends are various on
facebook and connect in a different way.
Make sure you be aware:
• Fortune Creek will never inquire you for your password
• Only ever examine the fan web page and official websites for provides hackers will 		
make fake provides and e-mail you with this kind of provides, or inquire you to log into a
forum to gain totally free chips, where in fact they are following your chips
• Fortune Creek will never get in touch with you via MSN
• Fortune Creek will never inquire you for personal details via any technique whatsoever
• Fortune Creek will by no means inquire you to enter your Facebook username and 		
password into something – ever!

BE Conscious / DO NOT:
•
•
•
•

DO NOT Make friends with anybody you do not know
DO NOT Setup / use MSN on request from a Facebook buddy or buddy you do not know
DO NOT Make a Buddy a Facebook buddy
BEWARE: Buddies are people that you ‘connect’ with personally and like to play poker 		
with. They are not personal friends. Its fantastic to see them at the table – but 		
you critically do not know them as friends (unless of course your buddies are friends), 		
so maintain them as just that – poker buddies, no more, and you assist to maintain some
additional levels of safety
• DO NOT Click on a hyperlink of any type : Hackers (thieves) can entry your passwords/
accounts if you click on a trick hyperlink. See beneath.
• DO NOT Insert your password anywhere besides your normal Facebook login direct from
your usual login routine. If uncertain, go to Google, kind in (e.g. Facebook) and login via
that region. Checking that the URL is always www.facebook.com/
• DO NOT Login to provides via e-mail or hyperlinks. See e-mail account suggestion 		
beneath.
• DO NOT download apps that declare to improve your game. These silly claims are 		
designed to hack accounts, steal info – absolutely nothing more.
• BEWARE OF emails you receive via your Facebook inbox from people claiming to be 		
Fortune Creek or Facebook workers or reps supplying login hyperlinks and asking you to
adhere to certain steps. This includes everything from saying you have been documented
to bonus possibilities. The factors used to make you click are endless – always be notify!
Email Account Suggestions:
BEWARE OF: Using your e-mail account for everything: Using an e-mail account just for
Facebook and absolutely nothing else is generally good practice. The exact same is accurate
about your MSN account too. This way, when you get an e-mail through that (assuming you
use this for absolutely nothing else) then you ought to appear at this twice – you can also
report this to Facebook &amp Fortune Creek too. We can use this to assist break down and
discover people that are misusing the services supplied on Facebook. Some hackers use
MSN/Hotmail. If you use MSN always use a option e-mail to the one used for Facebook
/ Fortune Creek. This is a good way to stop hackers from gaining entry. On thinking about
e-mail security questions for utilizing for social networks, fill in the security questions with
totally made-up (fake) questions and solutions. Write them down someplace safe, NOT on
your computer. Using totally obscure questions is an option, like, ‘who was the woman you
liked most in your first school’ or ‘what was the title of the hotel you stayed in on your first
ever holiday abroad’ – these are questions that even your present greatest buddy is unlikely
to guess. Fake login pages are common hack possibilities – as soon as you login your chips
are stolen, along with your password. This is the way you ought to think.
Consider emails like actual life information:
Would you open the front door to a individual who professes to be a representative of your
Financial institution asking for your online login details or your credit score card and pin
quantity, and just give them to him – heavens no!! So why would you offer details ‘online’
unless of course you totally one hundred % believe in the source? The exact same logic
exists. With the additional benefit to online people that they get to attempt all sorts of
small tricks to get that information (hyperlinks etc )… the actual life equivalent of that would
be really ridiculous. So consider your online information valuable. There are Very Few (if

any) bone-fide companies now that send emails asking for details. Just be careful and wise –
always. Just as when you go out not leaving your front door unlocked.
So – who are hackers and how will I recognise them?
First of all, before we go any additional, please be aware of the following info but keep in
mind that most people are actually good sincere people. BUT that stated, you must assess
each scenario and if you are not one hundred % certain that all is well, stay on the side of
caution.
Hackers come in many guises. Often they will be a attractive young lady and turn out to
be friendly with a susceptible male on a table. Social manipulation is very common indeed.
You will buddy up, then they turn out to be your friends and when your least expecting it a
hyperlink comes into your Inbox and voilà – work carried out!
Some hackers will use websites, films or songs to get their victim to click just the right place,
once more, bang, they have your chips!
So – thats just 2 examples. So the solution is the exact same as how does a robber on the
road appear. Do all robbers stroll around in striped jumpers with masks over their eyes – no!
If they did they’d by no means get anywhere – exact same applies online .
Why can hyperlinks be hazardous?
In most locations on the internet and this includes Facebook hyperlinks are safe. But
hyperlinks are also used in critically bad and hazardous ways. Why would you ever want
to play poker and click on a hyperlink? Never! So do not!! Hyperlinks can and are used
maliciously to gain information and to gain entry to you and your chips. How? These
hyperlinks can appear safe but in fact they can steal your Facebook account and e-mail
identification, and retrieve all of your passwords. In some instances they can watch what you
are doing on a every day basis from their computer, and discover the passwords required on
your computer to entry your chips.
Lastly – Just be wise and you will be good…
When you was a kid did your parents inform you it was ok to talk to strangers? No! - Would
you encourage your kids to believe in an online get in touch with – No! Of course not. Exact
same applies here .
So – Just be careful.

